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PERCOLATING ON PROVINCIAL PROCESS
We knew we were getting an
inexperienced, ideologically driven
leader when Doug Ford was elected
last fall as Premier of Ontario. Our
consolation was that he would be
surrounded by experienced and,
hopefully, savvy senior cabinet
members. It has been alarming that
these experienced ministers have
no impact. All we see are nodding
heads and Fordian smiles. We, in
Dufferin County, are represented by
one of the most experienced and
senior members of Cabinet. We are
waiting for her to demonstrate the
leadership needed in representing the
needs of our community and province,
and to openly resist the victimization
of the rural way of life. Another major
concern arises from what we have
already seen. Much of the new agenda
seems targeted at rural communities,
the very same communities which
have provided almost unquestioned
support to the Conservatives for many
decades. A recent example of
undermining was the reduction in
funding for local libraries, a step which
includes the end of the critical interlibrary loan system. The elimination
of gas tax rebates, provided to
our communities to assist in road
maintenance will have a significant
local tax impact. And who can guess

about the impact of the reductions of limits on development, and further
in health care budgets?
threats to rural communities. Hanging
on the horizon is the increasing
On a broader level, Mr. Ford seems to possibility of a teacher’s strike in the
have embraced the “environment be Fall, as teachers respond to proposed
damned” school of thought, and changes to how teaching is provided to
many of the government’s actions our children.
reflect this attitude. The developer
driven effort to significantly diminish These ideologically driven approaches
the Green Belt, has been followed by lead to the problem of digging into
other equally significant threats to positions, on all sides, and to leaving
local health care services, to the no room for the discussion and
already minimal protections against debate needed on such serious
unrestrained
expansion
of
the issues, a consultation process that
aggregate industry, to elimination should have been engaged in before
of many of the protections provided policies were announced.
to endangered species, and others.
We believe that this is just the The actions of our Provincial politicians
beginning of wide-ranging threats always require careful review and
to the rural life that we treasure. reaction. In a “City-Driven” society
We will, as a community, need to be like ours, we will always have to be
exceedingly vigilant against the vigilant. We have been active
developer and industry led efforts to providing feedback to previous
eliminate protected natural spaces, to governments, all of which have been
have unlimited access to aggregate more or less insensitive to the needs
resources, to dump contaminated fill, of rural communities. In spite of
and others. If anything can give us long-term rural support, our current
comfort, the hasty withdrawal of the government is magnifying the threats.
Green Belt destruction initiative, after We are entering a period during
massive public protest, is indicative which all of our communities will
of how we will need to act as we need to rally, and MC2 will work to
face many equally negative proposals. play our part in this effort.
We await the anti-carbon tax sticker
campaign at gas stations, elimination

FROM DON'S DESK
Over the years, MC2 has been active in
working with our two Councils, in Mono
and Mulmur, both on the key issues of
the day, and on a general approach
to their work, seeking increased
transparency and citizen involvement.
Our new Councils are off to a solid start.

Town Hall meetings have either begun
in Mulmur or are on the way in Mono.
This approach of meeting with citizens
to discuss key agenda issues and to
answer questions is something MC2
has encouraged over the years. The
most recent Councils in both

communities started regular two-ayear meetings and the current
Councils appear ready to continue
that valuable approach.
The issue of road noise, as well as
other noise challenges, is being

DON'S DESK CONTINUES...
addressed as both Councils have set
up committees to focus on this key
problem. MC2 has members of our
Board on both committees, and the
general sense is that this long-term
problem is now to be seriously
addressed. Two steps that members
can take are to discuss the issue with
Council members, and, as we have
often mentioned in the past, to call the
OPP action line (1-800-310-1122)
whenever a noise issue arises.
Also, let our Board know of issues
you are seeing/hearing by sending an
email to us at info@monomulmur.com.
Interestingly, at its recent Town Hall
meeting,
the
Mulmur
Council
addressed an application to permit
an 1800 guest rock concert to be
held within the community. There
was wide citizen resistance to this
proposal and council rejected it.
Also in April, the Mono Council
rejected an application to hold
a large ploughing contest (5 days and
20,000 attendees) later this summer.
In both cases concerns about noise,
traffic, parking, community safety,
participant safety and security, among
others, were taken into consideration.
For the most part, both of our
communities are reluctant to host large
events which potentially disrupt our
rural life priorities, and these Council

decisions reflect that viewpoint.
While we have continued work with
local Councils regarding other major
issues such as: the current review of the
County waste disposal contract and
protecting the environment, we are at
the same time dealing with rapidly
increasing concerns about the direction
of our new Provincial government.
As we evaluate where we stand on the
Provincial level issues, MC2 has
become increasingly active. We have
made written submissions on the
Green Belt and Aggregate actions,
which can be found on our website.
We have encouraged our members to
write to their representatives. You
will be seeing more of the same
approach. We are considering having
delegations to speak with our local
MPP. We will dedicate a separate
section of our website to our letters to
the Province and to reactions
submitted by our members. Another
step will be to look at other
organizations that we can align with
to amplify impact. An example of this
approach is our ties to NDACT and
Protect Mono, each of which have
been leading key aspects of the
pushback on emerging threats. The
actions of our Provincial politicians
always require careful review and
reaction.

On critical environmental issues, our
very active Environment Committee
is busy preparing for a fall presentation
on plastic pollution, especially the
impact on our health. Plastic pollution,
next to climate disruption, is fast
becoming a top environmental
concern and it’s only going to
get worse with the expansion of
plastic production by the fossil fuel
industry. One of our Environment
Committee members, Joanne Rovet,
will be our key presenter. She is
eminently qualified with her extensive
and widely recognized research on
the effect of chemicals on the
endocrine system.
Save the date for the upcoming
presentation on plastics: October
26, 2019, starting at 9:30 AM at
the New Hope Community Church
on Riddell Road in Orangeville.
The session will provide both solid
technical data and ideas on how we,
as a community, can address the
problem, politically, locally and
individually. Look for more details on
our website and through eblasts as the
date approaches … and check out our
website as well for a brief report on last
February’s successful session cohosted by our Environment Committee
and the National Farmers’ Union.

PRESIDENT'S MESSAGE
We are very much encouraged by the
many renewals and new memberships
we’ve seen so far this year. We hope
they will continue to come in. We thank
you all for your continued support and
for enlisting your friends and
neighbours into the MC2 membership
fold. It’s important to keep increasing
our membership numbers in order to
reach as many citizens as we can to let
them know what’s going on, how MC2
is involved, and how they can

participate. The Province continues to
erode the authority of our local
government with no consideration for
the people who live here. We need to be
diligent in keeping our eyes and ears
open to knowing what is going on at all
levels of government in order to unite
our voices for preserving what we value
and love here in Mono, Mulmur and
Dufferin County.

My sincere thanks to a wonderful group
of wise and experienced members on
our Board who continually volunteer to
spearhead the issues, to our support
team, and to all of our members for
answering the calls to action we eblast
out. Together we are stronger and
together we make a difference!
Warm Regards,

Elaine

WHAT'S BEEN GOING ON LATELY?
At the recent May 14th Mono Town Council meeting, a group of over 100 citizens attended
with the strong request that the Town take action against the proposal to develop,
what they believed, based on a website announcing events, was to be a motorcycle
servicing facility and host site for entertainment events, on a property on
Hurontario Street at County Road 8 in Mono. These citizens wanted to know
what was happening with this property.

The Town Planner confirmed that:
A municipal approval for “personal
workshop & storage facility” was
issued October 1st 2018
The property owner, Mr. Clark, made
application to the Committee of
Adjustment on May 13th 2019 to
request an increase in maximum lot
coverage for accessory structures.
Staff has set August 6th for the
Committee of Adjustment to review
Clark’s application.
Staff have been dealing with the
Clark property on an ongoing
basis since the Smokie’s Garage/
Gooseville Tavern website first
came to our attention on or about
May 5th.
Available information will be shared /
provided once staff has had a
chance to fully review this matter.
The August 6 meeting of the
Committee of Adjustment, which will
decide on the application for additional
buildings is open to the public.
All interested citizens are urged
to attend.
The issues raised by citizens at the
meeting related to their belief that
the proposed commercial uses of
the property, as viewed in the owner’s
website, were not covered by the
building permits.

Copy and paste into your web browser provide their point of view. Some of
the link information provided below, the questions that need answers are:
which leads to an article from the
What is the current status of zoning
Orangeville Banner which provides
for this property? Is it zoned for
some detail on the meeting and the
commercial activities? How did this
issues raised. Also included is an
issue arise in the first place?
example of the advertising for the new
facility and the concert event. It was
What are the next steps in the
such ads that sparked the citizen
process of dealing with this
protest, as the content of the ads
situation?
appears to indicate that commercial
activities are planned.
What is the view of the Councilor(s)
on this situation? What are they
https://www.orangeville.com/newsgoing to do? Is the Council willing to
story/9354944-smokie-s-dilemmatake all steps necessary to respond
community-uproar-leads-toto citizen concerns?
change-of-venue-for-upcomingmono-motorcycle-show/?s=e
What County and Town permits are
required for the planned concert
This issue is far from resolved.
event, particularly if alcohol is to be
The developer of the site has stated
served? What noise controls will be
that all uses of the property are
in place? Is this concert, if permitted,
personal, not commercial. The citizens
a one-time event, or are there plans
responding to the advertising felt that
to repeat? (It should be noted that
there was clearly a commercial plan for
complaints to Council about noise at
Smokie’s Garage. In response to
Fair Ground events have often been
citizen issues, the concert scheduled
brought forward.)
for June 22, 2019 has been moved to
the Orangeville Agricultural Society Noise has, for a long time, been a
Event Centre (OAS).
significant issue for citizens of Mono
and Mulmur, and motorcycle noise has
The problems related to the Hurontario often topped the list of citizen
Street site are now in the hands of complaints. This situation needs to be
Council. We urge all Mono citizens resolved by the Mono Council! As we
to follow up on this important land receive further information we will
use issue by contacting Councilors to provide updates on our website.
find out what is happening and to
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Your comments on this issue are welcomed at info@monomulmur.com.
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